PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS
FOR SUPERIOR LEATHERS
UNPAC is the National Association that gathers the Italian
leather chemicals manufacturers; it has become an integral
part of the leather industrial chain establishing an ongoing

relationship with the other components of the sector of
reference at domestic and international level.
Founded in July 2009, it is an association formed by Italian
enterprises strong and flexible in professionally meeting
customer’s requests and ready to safeguard the common
interests of their area of expertise.

ITALIAN
To face the issues of the international markets, UNPAC intends to give a common
voice to the Italian enterprises which manufacture tanning auxiliaries that, in a
system able to activate strong internal synergies for an open comparison with the
other components of the industrial sector, contributed to consolidate the role of
leader, internationally recognized, of the Italian industry of the tanning sector.
LEATHER CHEMICALS
The excellence in the formulation of customized chemical products is the result of the
exchange of competences and of the support to the Italian and international tanning
companies during process’ stages; an experience that warrants productive
capabilities in line with the most modern needs of sustainability and circularity.
The proven experience in the daily activity of supporting the tanneries, aimed at
overcoming customer’s applicative issues, let our enterprises develop an excellent
network of applicative labs, essential supports to warrant productions in keeping
with high quality protocols internationally recognized.
MANUFACTURERS
Over 50 years of industrial history have strengthened the specialization of the Italian
enterprises in realizing top formulates; the increasing demand of advanced articles,
constant need in the manufacturing field, pushed our enterprises to a continuous
commitment in investing in innovative technological solutions. UNPAC aims at
amplifying the image of an industrial reality of excellence able to express unique
innovation levels, while respecting the autonomy of single members.
ASSOCIATION
In a more and more competitive market, preserving history and patrimony of the
industrial culture sharing the common needs of global promotion and productive
flexibility becomes a priority; it is upon these bases that UNPAC intends to promote
the Italian competences in the customized formulation of tanning-chemical
auxiliaries towards the domestic and international tanning customers. The
productive know-how and the support services offered ensure the highest quality
standards.

ITALIAN KNOW-HOW
WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCE
INNOVATION
The excellence in the formulation
of dedicated chemical products
is the result of the exchange of skills
and support in the phases of the process
with Italian and international tanning companies.
QUALITY
The production know-how and the support services
offered guarantee the highest quality standards because
they are the result of a close collaboration between supplier,
producer and consumer.
TECHNOLOGY
The growing demand for cutting-edge items has pushed
our companies to a continuous and constant commitment
to investing in highly technological and innovative solutions.
R&D
Our proven experience has allowed us to develop
an excellent network of application laboratories,
essential supports to guarantee production
according to high quality protocols.
SUSTAINABILITY
We promote Italian skills in the personalized formulation
of chemical-tanning auxiliaries,
with particular attention
to the issues of corporate sustainability.

OUR MILESTONES
Value Chain
Quality
Environment

Sustainability
Innovation
Standardization

ACTIVITIES
OBJECTIVES

PCR – PEFCR - LCA
Training
Industry Economics
Institutional Relations
Communication & Social
Events

Santa Croce sull’Arno June 2022 - A.W. 2023.24
Arzignano November 2022 - S.S. 2024
PROSSIMAPELLE is a moment of substantial confrontation
between technicians and tanners for the verification of
fashion trends and technological innovations, a real PHYSICAL
and MULTIMEDICAL appointment, interpreting the artistic soul
of leather, to enhance the know-how, becoming a material and
visionary event, projected into the digital.

MATERIAL
because visitors can evaluate the skins and technologies on
display, physically participating in the events in Santa Croce
sull'Arno and Arzignano.
VISIONARY
because the new dimension of the event is also developed in
the DIGITAL, with movies made by filming the skins on display
and told, projecting the message of the exhibitors outside the
physical boundaries of the event.
DIGITAL
the divulgation takes place through OUR SOCIALS, with a video
showing the leathers developed by each exhibitor on the new
trends, as a strategic objective is the push towards the
subsequent digital participation of the visitor to the event.

EVERYDAY
EVERYWHERE
Web gateway updated just-in-time 365 days a year,
allows the visitor to consult the most important and
complete database of italian suppliers for tanneries.
Consulting and analyzing the contents of the
gateway allows you to stay constantly up-to-date
on the latest technologies, in order to produce high
added value leathers.
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SOCIAL
COMMUNICATION
PARTNERSHIP
PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS NEWS
Column on Linkedin profile
to communicate news and excellences
of the associated Companies

CONTRIBUTORS

WE SUPPORT AND PROMOTE

MEMBER COMPANIES
ALANCHIM srl
www.alanchim.it

CHEMISOL Italia srl
www.chemisol.it

DERMACOLOR srl
www.dermacolor.it

G.S.C. GROUP spa
www.gscspa.com

LYDRA srl
www.lydra.it

SESN srl
www.sesn.org

ALCOVER ITALIANA srl
www.alcoverquimica.com

CHIME spa
www.chimespa.com

DERMAKIM srl
www.dermakim.it

HTF srl
www.htfsrl.it

MASTERCHEM srl
Turbigo

S.I.C. International spa
www.sicspa.com

ALPA spa
www.alpachem.com

CHIMICA ITALIANA srl
www.chimicaitaliana.it

DERMOCHIMICA spa
www.dermochimica.it

ILVE srl
www.ilvechem.it

MULTIKIMICA srl
www.multikimica.com

SILVACHIMICA srl
www.silvateam.com

AUCO CHEM & Co. srl
www.aucochem.it

CHIMICA VEMAR srl
www.chimicavemar.it

EUROCHEM srl
www.eurochemsrl.it

KAHLBERG CONSULTING Srl OSMO srl
www.kahlbergconsulting.com www.osmo.it

SYNCOLOR sas
www.syncolor.com

BEKEN ITALIA srl
www.bekenitalia.com

CHIMONT International spa
www.chimontgroup.com

EUROCOLOR spa
www.eurocolorspa.eu

KEMAS S.R.L.
www.kemas.eu

POLOCHEM srl
www.polochem.it

TADDEI MANZI & C. spa
www.taddeimanziprodottichimici.it

BIAGIO SIANI srl
@biagiosianisrl

CODYECO spa
www.codyeco.com

FGL INTERNATIONAL spa
www.fglinternational.com

KEMIA TAU srl
www.kemiatau.com

RE.AL.COLOR spa
www.real-color.com

TECNOCHIMICA srl
www.tecnochimicasrl.eu

BIODERMOL AMBIENTE srl
www.biodermol.it

COMPEX FINISH srl
www.ebrochemicals.it

FIGLI DI GUIDO LAPI spa
www.fgl.it

KLF TECNOKIMICA srl
www.klftecnokimica.it

RE.PI.CO. spa
www.repico.com

TICHEM SpA
www.tichem.it

CENTRALKIMICA spa
www.centralkimica.it

CORICHEM srl
www.corichem.it

FINIKEM srl
www.finikem.com

L.A.C.S.A. srl
www.lacsa.it

RIVERCHIMICA INDUSTRIALE spa
www.riverchimica.it

TOSCOLAPI srl
www.toscolapi.com

C.G.R.D. srl
www.cgrd.it

CROMOCHIM spa
www.cromochim.com

GIOMA VARO Srl
www.giomavaro.it

LEDER CHIMICA srl
www.lederchimica.com

SAMIA SpA
www.samiaitaly.com

VITALCHIMICA ITALIANA srl
www.vitalchimica.it

CHEMIPAL srl
www.chemipal.com

DANGER AND SAFETY srl
www.dangerandsafety.it

GLOBAL KEM S.R.L.
www.globalkemsrl.it

LMF BIOKIMICA spa
www.lmfbiokimica.it

S.E.I.C.I. spa
www.seici.com

WORKEM srl
www.workem.it

www.unpac.it

